
Chapter 8 - Exercises and Activities that Heal not Hurt

he exercises and routines discussed here are for people with weak muscles and who are not in 
shape. Once these exercises can be done easily, you can use an Advanced Routine.T

Pain? Don’t Train

If it hurts - don’t do it. For us, it’s not - “No pain, no gain.” It’s – “If you have pain, then don’t train.” 
Change exercises and do something that doesn’t hurt. Be active but pain-free.

Knee-Pain Cure Secret # 6 - Enjoy your exercise 

Pick an exercise or activity you enjoy or eventually, you’ll quit. Whenever possible, listen to music 
while you exercise. Studies that show you have much better workouts (weights or cardio) if you do them 
to music. Music helps you with rhythm and strength. Reading and TV tend to be distracting and most 
people can’t train effectively with those attention-diverting activities.

Pick one or more of these Knee Friendly Exercises:

Cycling 

We talked about this earlier - why cycling is so good for your knees. Compared to running, biking 
puts much less pressure on your knee cartilage. Also, since cartilage has no blood supply, the knee-
pumping motion helps circulate joint fluid and deliver its nutrients. 

I cycle a lot and I can tell you that it’s one of the best knee-friendly healing exercises there is for 
you. My favorite is a good indoor bike like a Life Cycle. I use two different routines – Slow Cadence up to 
2 hours and 20-minute Interval Training. 

To buy a good exercise cycle for your home, see Buying Supplement and Remedies Guide on 
page xx.  

Which is Better - a Real or an Indoor Bike?

Both are good. I find an indoor bike is easier for controlling speed and resistance. Other people 
prefer to be outside getting vitamin D and enjoying the scenery.

Sit Right



Use the correct seating position described in Chapter 4.  Make sure that the seat height allows 
your knee to be almost (but not quite) fully extended at the bottom of your rotation. Modify the seat 
placement if that extended position is painful for you.
How to Start

Start with low resistance (level one or zero) and a pedal speed of about 100 rpm.
The indoor bike should already have a handy digital display to show you the pedal speed. Your outdoor 
bike needs to have a cadence readout.

Start out at 10 minutes and work up to 60. Bike daily, if you can. If you can’t, try for at least 3 days 
a week. Gradually increase the resistance. Resistance is less important at the beginning – just get on 
and spin. Work on your rhythm and pedal as smoothly as possible.

In time, once you are spinning comfortably, gradually increase the resistance but do not let your 
pedal speed drop below 100 rpm.

Elliptical Machine

Many people find an Elliptical Machine is easier on the knees because you’re keeping both feet 
on the machine and not lifting one leg off the ground. The result is 50% less pressure on your knees 
than there is with running. As with cycling, the striding motion of the Elliptical Machine helps move that 
joint fluid and nourish your cartilage. Some people find the old, fixed-stride-length models awkward and 
difficult to use. Try and find a newer machine that lets you set your own comfortable stride length.

As with biking, start out with 15 minutes a day and work up to an hour. Set the resistance to level 
zero or one and gradually increase, over time. Try and do it daily, or at least three times a week.

Swimming

Swimming is one of those general recommendations from medical professionals who do not have 
knee pain themselves. Most of us with knee pain hurt when swimming. The kicking is actually hard on 
the knees because it puts the joint into full extension – a straight leg position that traps and painfully 
pinches your damaged cartilage! 

But, if you like the pool, an alternative activity is to run in the shallow end or put on a floatation 
device and ‘run’ in the deep end. The buoyancy of the water keeps the extra load of ‘normal’ running off 
your knees. 

You could also try swimming, using your arms only. I swim three times a week doing hard 
intervals, but it does bother my knee a little. So, I pull more with my upper body and kick a little less.



Walking

Walking is a wonderful exercise because it reduces the stress on your knees to 1/2 your body 
weight. Start out with 5-to-15 minutes a day and work up to an hour.
Other Activities or Sports

As long as you have no pain - just do it. Remember though: Start slowly and gradually ease into 
your activity or sport, especially if you have been inactive for months or years.

Now that you’re fitter, let’s talk about living stronger, longer and younger 
without pain.
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